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Letter from the Editor

Welcome to the June 2021 issue of 
‘My Pet Matters’ - The monthly Newsletter
that brings you and your pet closer.

This month we feature the Great Dane who
loves to ride around in a motorbike sidecar,
we show you how to turn your dog into your
new pub buddy, and we ask the question; Why
does my dog steal my seat? Plus much much
more!

Every month we bring you pet news,
interesting articles and features, what’s on,
handy tips, expert opinions and advice,
finance information, pet product promotions,
travel, art, fun and games and much more for
you to getting to know your pet better.

Plus there is our Charity of the Month. 
(See page 18 for details).

And why not receive future issues of ‘My Pet
Matters? It’s absolutely FREE! Just visit:
www.mypetmatters.co.uk and click on
‘Newsletter’.

I hope you enjoy reading ‘My Pet Matters’ and
wish you all the best for you and your furry
friends.

The Editor - My Pet Matters

My        MattersPet

PS. Do you have an interesting story about

you r pet? Or anything else you may want to

contribute to any of our topics? If so please

email us to: a rticles@mypetmatters.co.uk

and we may use it in a futu re issue!

My Pet Matters is a Newsletter published by Clearlight Media. Unit 1, Alton Road Industrial Estate, Ross-on-Wye HR9 5NB.
email: articles@mypetmatters.co.uk Web: www.mypetmatters.co.uk 3

Coronavirus (COVID-19): advice for people 
in England with animals

Advice for pet owners and livestock keepers on looking after
the welfare of animals during the coronavirus (COVID-19)
pandemic. This advice applies to England only.

You should stay alert and follow the current coronavirus
guidance at all times. This is national guidance. Check if there
are local restrictions in your area.

There is no evidence that:

• coronavirus is circulating in pets or other animals in the UK
• pets, other domestic animals or livestock can transmit the 
disease to humans

In line with general advice on coronavirus, you should wash your
hands before and after being around or handling animals or their
food. There is no evidence that you need to wash your pets to
control the spread of coronavirus. Never use household or
commercial cleaning products, disinfectants or antibacterial
wipes on pets.

If your animal needs vet treatment

If your animal needs treatment, phone the vet to arrange the best
way to meet their needs.

Dogs

If you have symptoms of coronavirus you should self-isolate at
home for 7 days, or 14 days as a household or support bubble.
You should arrange a test to find out if you have coronavirus.
If your dog cannot exercise at home, you should ask someone
outside of your household or support bubble to walk your dog
for you.

If you do not have symptoms of coronavirus

You may leave your house to walk your dog. You should stay 2
metres apart from anyone outside of your household or support
bubble, or one metre with risk mitigation where 2 metres is not
viable. An example of risk mitigation would be wearing a face
covering. You should consider that wearing a face covering may
inhibit communication with people who rely on lip reading, facial
expressions and clear sound.

When walking your dog in areas used by other people, you
should consider putting your dog on a lead to ensure you can
stay 2 metres away from others. You should wash your hands
before and after handling your dog.

If you’re walking dogs on behalf of someone not able to

You may walk a dog for someone who is unable to leave their
house because they are self-isolating or being shielded.
You should wash your hands before and after handling the dog
and keep 2 metres away from other people and animals,
including when handing over the dog to the owner.

Cats

You should wash your hands before and after any contact with
your cat.

Horses, livestock and other animals

If you have symptoms of coronavirus you should self-isolate at
home for 7 days, or 14 as a household or support bubble. 
You should arrange a test to find out if you have coronavirus.

If you have a horse that you don’t keep at home (for example,
you keep it in livery, a stables or on private land), you should not
visit it whilst you are self-isolating. You should contact your yard
manager or vet to make suitable animal welfare arrangements.
If you have livestock such as cattle, sheep, goats, pigs, poultry,
or any other types of livestock, you should arrange for someone
else who is not self-isolating to care for your animals.

Where this is not possible, you should ensure the basic needs
of your animals are met. You should wash your hands before and
after handling your animals and stay 2 metres away from other
people. If you’re too unwell to care for your animals and there is
no one to help, you should call your local authority.

If you do not have symptoms of coronavirus

You may:

• leave your house to provide care for your horse or livestock.
• ride your horse

You should stay 2 metres away from others. You should wash
your hands before and after contact with any animals.

If your horse needs attention from a farrier

If your horse requires attention from a farrier, you should phone
the farrier for advice to best meet your horse’s needs. You and
the farrier should stay 2 metres apart and wash your hands
before and after contact with the horse.

Contact

If you have any queries, email the APHA Customer Advice team
customeradvice@apha.gov.uk.

For commercial transporter enquiries, email the APHA Welfare
in Transport team WIT@apha.gov.uk.

CORONAVIRUS



The government also proposed banning the import of hunting
trophies - as well as stopping advertising for the trips to hunt them
- in its Animals Abroad Bill and to implement the Ivory Act it first
promised in 2017, under Theresa May.

Animal welfare is a devolved issue, but Westminster will work with
Scotland, Northern Ireland and Wales to discuss the policies for
broader use.

The government said the plans for the three bills would bring in
"greater protections for wild animals by ending low welfare
practices", ensure "effective powers are available to address welfare
challenges" for farm animals and recognise "the importance of pets
to people's lives".

'Token gesture'

Chief executive of the RSPCA, Chris Sherwood, welcomed the
announcements, adding: "We can no longer ignore the inextricable
link that exists between the way we treat animals, our own health
and that of the planet - but to really achieve a step change, it will
take courage from right across government."

He also called for Boris Johnson to bring in independent advisers
on the Animal Welfare (Sentience) Bill to make sure it was a
"success... not a token gesture".

Becky Thwaites, of national pet charity Blue Cross, also praised the
commitments - particularly the crackdown on puppy smuggling,
mandatory cat microchipping, banning primates as pets and tackling
pet theft.

She said the charity had long campaigned on the issues and looked
forward to working on them with the government.

(Story source: BBC News)

The volunteers were assigned to one of three different programmes
that featured varying combinations of evidenced-based academic
stress management and human - animal interactions. As the study
progressed, researchers measured the student’s executive
functioning abilities. Essentially, the skills they used to plan,
organise, concentrate and motivate themselves. ‘It’s a really
powerful finding,’ said human-animal interaction expert Patricia
Pendry of the Washington State University.

Professor Pendry was the author of the study, which was published
in the journal AERA Open. ‘This study shows that traditional stress
management approaches aren’t as effective for this population as
programs that focus on providing opportunities to interact with
therapy dogs,’ she said. ‘You can’t learn math just by being chill. 

‘But when you are looking at the ability to study, engage, concentrate
and take a test, then having the animal aspect is very powerful.’
‘Being calm is helpful for learning especially for those who struggle
with stress and learning.’

(Story source: Metro)

Oh, you mean bad dogs. No, I don’t. I mean shy dogs.
Misunderstood dogs. Dogs that don’t necessarily bound into every
room wagging their tails and licking everyone like a career politician
on the campaign trail.

And these dogs are actually intelligent, you say? That’s right.
Especially when compared to their more happy-go-lucky
counterparts.

Smart in what way? They’re able to learn better. Dr Péter Pongrácz,
a specialist in dog-human interaction at Eötvös Loránd University
in Budapest, has reported that all the characteristics that make a
dog grumpy are also liable to help them assess a situation before
they take action.

What kind of situation? Pongrácz conducted an experiment where
he placed a dog’s favourite toy behind a V-shaped wire fence. To get
to it, the dog had to turn around and circumvent the fence. 
The happier dogs - the dogs with more socially dominant tendencies
- tended to run straight at the toy and smash into the fence.

And the grumpier dogs? They figured out the puzzle a bit quicker.
Pongrácz suggests that their grumpy traits, the ones that prevent
them from joining in immediately, might make them more attentive.

Great! So, to make our silly dogs cleverer, we should make them
grumpy? God, no! That’s not what I’m saying at all. It’s more that
maybe we all could learn more by stepping back and asking
questions.

Are you saying the same is true for humans? Sure, why not? I
mean, who is smarter? The happy person who dives off a cliff into
the sea, or the grump who checks the sea for rocks first?

The grump. And who is smarter: the carefree driver who speeds out
of junctions without looking, or the grump who stops to make sure
he or she won’t crash?

Again, the grump. And who is smarter: the idiot who believes
mainstream media reporting about the transmissibility of Covid, or
the grump who does their own research online and attends
maskless rallies?

Um, I don’t think this one works at all. Sure, fine, this is just a
study about dogs. Whatever.

Do say: “My grumpiness is actually a sign of high intelligence.”

Don’t say: “And also a sign of why I’m more likely to die alone.”

(Story source: The Guardian)
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BBC News reports that outlining its plans for the upcoming
Parliament, the pledges ranged from improving standards in zoos
to mandatory microchipping for cats.

The measures will be covered by three bills introduced over the next
year.

No 10 said it wanted to be a "global leader" on animal welfare and
set "high standards for others across the world to follow".

The proposals have been welcomed by animal charities, with the
RSPCA saying they could make "a real and lasting difference".
But the charity also warned the prime minister to make sure the
plans were "not a token gesture".

The government has gone into more detail in a raft of documents
accompanying the Queen's Speech.

In its Action Plan for Animal Welfare, it commits to:

• Recognising animal sentience - the capacity of animals to have
feelings, including pain and suffering - in law through the Animal 
Welfare (Sentience) Bill

• Ending the export of live animals for fattening and slaughter and
taking "further steps" to limit foie gras trade

• Bringing in "more effective powers" to tackle livestock worrying
as part of its Kept Animals Bill

• Also using the bill to stop people keeping primates as pets, 
improving standards in zoos and "cracking down" on puppy 
smuggling

• Bringing in mandatory cat microchipping and improving the 
current databases.

Metro reports that research from Washington State University found
regular petting and stroking a dog ‘significantly’ reduced anxiety in
students. 

What’s more, they also found the students’ cognitive skills improved
after spending time with therapy dogs. Students spent four weeks
undergoing animal therapy as a means of stress management. 
This was part of a larger study that took three years to complete and
involved 309 students.

Name: Grumpy dogs.

Appearance: Just adorable.

Intelligence: Smarter than happy dogs.

Can we quickly define ‘grumpy’? Of course we can. A grumpy dog
is a canine that’s quick to bark, likes to ignore its owners, snaps
when disturbed and angrily guards its food.

Queen's Speech:
Government makes
pledges on animal
welfare
The government has promised "the highest
standards of animal welfare" in the UK as
part of the Queen's Speech.

Stroking a dog regularly
can ‘significantly’ reduce
anxiety, study finds
If you want to feel a little less anxious about
the world around you, spending time with a
canine companion may be the best option.

Down boy: why grumpy
dogs are more intelligent
than happy-go-lucky
hounds
Worried that your canine companion is
disobedient, territorial and quick to bark?
Research suggests it’s probably a clever
clogs.
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Metro reports that the sock bandit, who has left his family with the
same number of odd pairs, even steals his favoured item right off
the feet of the couple’s two children, Mason, two, and Molly, seven
months. 

But the pinching pooch - who normally passes the socks through
his digestive system - got a shock when he was rushed to the
emergency vets and had to undergo surgery to remove four lodged
socks from his intestine.

April, 29, from Mundford, Norfolk, said: ‘He’s the ultimate sock thief.
‘He’s always eaten socks, ever since we have had him as a puppy.

‘Normally they pass through his digestive system and we just have
to throw them away when they come out the other end, but this time
he had eaten a ball of my son’s socks and they had become wedged.

‘He didn’t seem himself and he was struggling to walk so I was
panicking and took him to the emergency vets.’ It was a touch and
go moment, and vets operated right away for four hours, also finding
a chewed-up piece of blanket in his stomach. April, however,
believes that it’s unlikely Harvey has learned his lesson, as he’s back
to his old ways.

Metro reports however, when it comes to deciding what to put in
said garden, you need to be careful about the plants you choose.
Some plants contain toxins that are harmful to dogs, and are liable
to cause them to suffer problems like vomiting and diarrhoea. 
Not exactly the picture of a blissful summer day. 

The experts at tails.com have helped us put together a list of pet-
safe plants that live outside and how to care for them. 

They also suggest that, if your dog has a habit of misbehaving in
the garden, you should try adding specific play routes if yours is big
enough, such as a designated digging area (think sandpit) away from
your lovely blooms, with different types of textured soil underfoot. 

Michaelmas Daisies
Sow: March-April Plant: March-May Flowers: July-October 
Michaelmas Daisies, aka asters, make a very cute addition to any
garden and come in shades of blue, white, purple and pink. The team
at Tails say these guys grow in moist but well-drained soil in full sun
to partial shade, and that they should be cut back after flowering. 

Sunflowers
Sow: March-May Plant: April-June Flowers: June-September
Sunflowers are some of the most popular blooms in the world for
a reason – they’re striking and perfect for summer. Aside from
yellow, sunflowers also come in white, green and red variations.
Depending on the type, these plants tend to bloom 11-18 weeks after
sowing, so the team recommend sowing seeds every couple of
weeks to ensure you’ve got a steady supply of flowers blooming
over the summer. 

Metro reports that Border Terrier and certified ‘grumpy old man’ Wilf
looks like he’s constantly fed up even when he’s completely happy.
His owner Jasmine Gooch, 24, from Hull, Yorks, thinks his eyebrows
are to blame for his signature scowl. The ten-year-old dog is often
stopped by strangers who comment on his grim expression when
he’s out for a walk.

Jasmine, who works as a clerical assistant in a microbiology
laboratory, said: ‘I have no idea why he looks annoyed all the time.
‘He looks grumpy, even when he is happy. ‘I think it’s because of
his eyebrows. ‘He’s been like it since a puppy. ‘Wilf is older now and
tends to keep himself to himself, so I guess he is a bit of a grumpy
old man.’

Little Wilf has also been compared to Eccles, the Border Terrier
owned by Lena Thislewood on Coronation Street. While the two do
look a lot alike, Wilf has Eccles beat when it comes to withering
stares. Jasmine said: ‘People often ask me “why does he look fed
up?” ‘Or ask if he is having a bad day. ‘But he’s never having a bad
day, he’s a happy puppy and bundle of joy.’

(Story source: Metro)

Money Saving Basics reports that the reason? The heart on his
nose is causing thousands of real hearts to melt. After owner Lexi
Smith began posting photos of Wiley on (Instagram)( followers
quickly poured in. Today, the account has over 160,000 followers,
and I can understand why.

“No amount of pictures on could ever fully capture all that he is and
all that he means to me, he’s my best friend,” Lexi told Bored Panda.
Meet Wiley: A one-year-old Dalmatian full of joy of life and love.
In addition to the obvious, Wiley is an amazingly beautiful little
Dalmatian. He has a heart that adorns his nose, making him extra
special.

Wiley lives with his human mom Lexi Smith, in Colorado. The 26-
year-old says her beloved dog is a 54-pound ball of sassiness,
hunger, cuddling, curiosity, clumsiness, craziness and love.
“He came from a litter of 11, and 8 of them were boys, so I had a
tough choice in choosing him. The heart was there, but not fully
formed to the point where I believed it would stay since dalmatian
spots change so much as they grow. I chose him because the
breeder told me that all he did was sleep, snuggle, and eat, so we
already had a lot in common,” she explains. Lexi and Wiley quickly
became best friends.

On Lexi’s Instagram, you can see how they do the most things
together. They have dinner, they play, and they love to go on
adventures. “We are so lucky to live in Colorado and have the biggest
most beautiful places to play in and explore. He loves hiking or going
to one of the many massive dog parks here, ” Lexi says.

According to Lexi, her best friend has more personality than any
other dog she has met in her entire life!

(Story source: Metro)

Dog branded ‘ultimate
sock thief’ after stealing
over 150 pairs and having
to have four removed
from stomach
April and Ben Coates say their Cocker
Spaniel, Harvey, has stolen and eaten over
150 socks since they got him as a puppy four
years ago.

Dog-friendly plants to
add to your garden and
tips on how to care for
them
Spending time with your dog out in the
garden is one of life’s great joys. 

‘Grumpy old man’ dog
with permanent scowl is
actually a ‘bundle of joy’
on the inside
Meet Wilf - the dog with a permanently
grumpy face! 

Meet Wiley, the cutest
and most adorable
Dalmatian dog with 
a heart on his nose
Pictures of the Dalmatian dog Wiley spread
like wildfire as soon as they were published
on the internet.

She added: ‘They offered me the socks back when they had removed
them but I declined. ‘We already have 150 odd pairs between the
family from his previous thefts.’

The stay-at-home mum and plasterer, Ben, 28, have even had to
resort to moving the washing basket to a top shelf and hiding their
socks, but their efforts aren’t always successful.

April said: ‘We have tried everything. ‘We have to keep the washing
basket on a high up shelf, and keep all our socks in drawers he can’t
get to but I don’t know where he manages to find them. ‘He pinches
them right off our children’s feet, he’s an absolute nightmare. It’s
like a game to him even if you tell him no a million times. ‘But he’s
my “first born” so I can’t stay mad at him for long!’

(Story source: Metro)

Snapdragons (Antirrhinums)
Sow: March Plant: May-June Flowers: June-October 
Snapdragons are easy to grow, loved by bees and perfect for anyone
looking to live their cottagecore fantasy. The blooms, which come
in a variety of colours, also last over a week when cut and put in
water, so they’ll help brighten up the inside of your home too.

(Story source: Metro)



Environment Secretary George Eustice told the BBC the policy would
be monitored by vets and enforced in the same way as it is for dogs,
which he said has led to over 90% compliance.

The plan will also formally recognise the sentience of many animals.
But Mr Eustice said this measure was aimed at pets and livestock,
rather than wild animals.

The government's Action Plan for Animal Welfare also includes
measures to ban exporting live animals for slaughter, the keeping
of primates as pets and importing hunting trophies. There may also
be changes to the ways that animals can be confined - such as the
practice of keeping them in cages.

However, there is no plan to require imports to meet the same
welfare standards as in the UK, which the National Farmers' Union
(NFU) described as "hypocrisy".

The plan will also see remote-controlled training collars for dogs
outlawed and the government says it will look at banning the sale
of foie gras - a food made from the livers of force-fed ducks or
geese.

Speaking on BBC Breakfast, Mr Eustice said that compulsory
microchipping for cats would resemble the current rules for
dogs, where vets advise pet owners whose animals do not have
a microchip to get one, and "if they ignore it, there is an
enforcement process".

Dog owners can be fined £500 under the existing law.

Lianna Angliss at Hopefield Animal Sanctuary said that as well
as helping to reunite lost cats with their owners, compulsory
microchipping could help animal sanctuaries trace people who
abandon their pets.
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The environment secretary also told BBC Radio 4's Today
programme that the recognition of animal sentience would give
the UK an equivalent to a declaration that already applies in the
European Union.

It will enshrine in law that animals have the capacity to feel
hunger and pain, and are aware of what is happening to them. 
It will apply to vertebrates, but not to animals such as octopus
and squid.

Mr Eustice said there would be an expert animal sentience
committee which would advise on policy.

But asked if it would affect hunting, fishing or road-building
projects which might disturb habitats, he said the recognition of
animal sentience was "much more applicable" to pets and
livestock than wildlife.

Claire Bass, executive director of the Humane Society, said
recognising animal sentience was a key part of "probably the
biggest new set of commitments on animal welfare for decades".

The plan includes legislation in a number of bills set to be
approved in the coming months. These include the Kept Animals
Bill, the Animal Welfare (Sentience) Bill and the Animals Abroad
Bill. These will expand on the protections in the Animal Welfare
Act 2006.

Legislation to restrict the use of glue traps, designed to capture
rats and mice, will also be supported.

Reacting to the news that owners will have to get their cats
microchipped, Jacqui Cuff, head of advocacy and government
relations for Cats Protection, said she was "delighted".

"We had the dog microchipping regulation passed in 2016, so
we've been waiting a long time. There are around 2.6 million
unchipped pet cats in the UK; that's a lot of cats wandering
around with no permanent identification," she said.

Cat theft reportedly increased by more than 12% over the last
year, and only around 70% of owned cats are chipped at the
moment.

Chris Sherwood, chief executive of the RSPCA, said: "These
announcements will make a real and lasting difference to
animals' welfare, so we're pleased the government is committed
to improving animals' lives in the UK and abroad. 

We can no longer ignore the inextricable link that exists between
the way we treat animals, our own health and that of the planet -
but to really achieve a step change, it will take courage from right
across government.

"We urge the government to put animal welfare at the heart of
policy making and make these announcements just the beginning
of an evolving, holistic animal health and welfare strategy."

With regard to farmed animals, live exports for fattening and
slaughter will be banned. This is only possible because the UK
has left the EU. The caging of poultry and the practice of
restricting the movement of pregnant and suckling pigs will also
be examined.

Sows can legally be kept in a "farrowing crate" for up to five
weeks. These crates are of a size that prevents the sow from
turning around and potentially crushing her new-born piglets.
However, preventing sows from engaging in normal behaviour
can cause them to become stressed.

There is, however, no legal guarantee that food from animals
reared abroad will have been produced to high animal-welfare
standards.

Last year, ministers controversially voted against a House of
Lords amendment which would have blocked imports that didn't
meet welfare and food safety standards in the UK. It will now
depend on post-Brexit trade deals with countries such as the US,
where cows are routinely treated with hormones and chickens
are washed with chlorine - which is illegal here.

The deputy president of the National Farmers' Union, Stuart
Roberts, said it was "ridiculous" if high standards weren't applied
to imports as well.

"We have some of highest standards for animal welfare in the
world. It's good that the government have that same ambition,"
he said.

"But at the moment we are negotiating a trade deal with Australia,
where you can have journey times for animals in excess of 24
hours without access to food or water. We cannot increase
standards here, and at the same time not apply the same criteria
to imports, it's just hypocrisy."

Mr Eustice said the UK could use tariffs on imported produce to
uphold its standards and could also impose a ban on the sale of
imported food which relied on practices banned domestically -
such as foie gras.

Other measures in the plan include banning the advertisement of
"unacceptable low-welfare animal practices abroad" such as
elephant rides, along with prohibiting the export of "detached
shark fins". The Ivory Act, banning the sale of ivory, will also be
implemented.

There will also be new laws to "crack down on illegal hare
coursing," and police will be given more powers to protect farm
animals from dangerous or out-of-control dogs.

(Article source: BBC News)
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New animal welfare plan: Cats
must be microchipped under
animal care plan
Microchipping pet cats will become compulsory under a wide-ranging
new animal welfare plan. 
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The couple own a motorcycle shop, where the dogs join them
everyday. However, their mode of transport to work is a van
instead of a motorbike.  

Elenice and Carlos bring the dogs everywhere which is ideal
because the pooches love attention.   

Elenice, who co-owns Bravos Motorcycles with husband Carlos,
says: ‘Diego is such an attention seeker - he loves it. 

‘He sits up proudly and poses when he gets in the sidecar, he
knows he’s about to get a lot of attention. I think in his head he’s
saying ‘yes, I’m here!’ as his ears fly about in the wind. 

‘Everyone in the area knows them.’ 

Yet it wasn’t always a loveable dog affair for Carlos and Elenice.
Carlos - who is originally from Brazil - was always a fan of bikes
and dogs but Elenice was petrified. 

He accepted he may never own a dog and so the couple set up
their motorcycle business. But Elenice realised how much it
would mean for Carlos to have a dog, and so, the couple decided
to take in a Great Dane. Known for their calm nature, Elenice fell
in love quickly and her fear of dogs eased. 

‘I was petrified, but Carlos had had Great Dane’s before and
reassured me that despite them being so big, they were very
calm,’ Elenice explains. ‘I bought Diego for Carlos as a Christmas
present in 2015 - and the two of them have been inseparable ever
since.’ 

In 2017, Elenice was diagnosed with breast cancer and says
Diego was her ‘silent supporter’ throughout her treatment.
Although she notes that he is a ‘daddy’s boy’ at heart and him
joining Carlos on the motorbike was a natural next step.

‘Carlos said he bought the sidecar for me - but I think it was
always intended that Diego would be the passenger!’ 

Elenice says. ‘As soon as he hears the engine, he runs and jumps
straight in, he gets so excited.’ While it took some training, Carlos
says getting Diego into the sidecar was an easy task.

‘He loves the sidecar - every time we touch the sidecar, he
comes,’ Carlos says. ‘Everyone in South East London knows
Diego. We even go to McDonald’s - I take him through the drive-
thru - he likes chicken nuggets! Everywhere we go we take him.
He’s a very well behaved dog.’

Diego goes for a ride in the sidecar around four times a week.
Each time he becomes a local celebrity but more importantly, he
remains excited as ever to enjoy his favourite pastime with his
favourite human. 

‘You can tell how much he’s enjoying himself, I think that’s why
people love to see it so much,’ Elenice says. ‘It’s amazing how
much he loves Carlos and his sidecar - he just can’t get enough.’

(Article source: Metro)

To the delight of his owner, Carlos Da Silva, 45, he also wears
dog-goggles while being safely strapped in as the pair drive the
streets around Bethnal Green, London. 

The pairing are a popular attraction around the East End area and
are often surrounded by onlookers hoping to get a picture of the
pairing. 

His owners say Diego can easily be photographed up to 500
times a day. Carlos and wife, Elenice Ribeiro, 46, also have
another Great Dane puppy, Nelson, and at only one year old they
hope he will follow the lead of his older brother. 

Ride on the wild side! Meet the
Great Dane who loves to ride
around in a motorbike sidecar
Called Diego, the loveable pooch is a real-life Gromit who lives his life 
on the wild side. Standing at over two metres, Diego comes running 
the minute he hears the motorbike engine rev.



‘But in the end, I did all 85 dogs that were entered, put the paintings
around my house - which is a big Georgian one - and invited all their
owners round!’ 

These days, Clive is regularly commissioned to paint people’s
beloved dog and charges his more well-off clients £270 per picture.
He said: ‘Seeing people love my paintings of their dogs now brings
me so much pleasure. ‘I do many for free for people and charities
and local organisations, but even when I charge better-off people, I
don’t ask for much for works that can take 12 hours.’

The first and only other hint Clive had that he had a real talent
for portraiture came when he offered to have a go at painting a
client’s picture 12 years ago. Clive said: ‘I always had a magic marker
pen in my hand. 

‘Then I remember about 12 years ago saying to a client, Stephen
Phipson, the Chief Executive of a big firm who had a CBE, “You
should get a portrait done with your award.” ‘He said: “You trained
as an artist, can’t you do it?” So, I thought I’d have a go. He was
thrilled to bits when I finished.’ Clive, whose dyslexia means he has
trouble with maths, reading and writing, went to Taunton Art College
at 14 for three years, and then Coventry Art College for another three
years. 

However, he dropped out in his final term at Coventry, aged 20,
scared he wouldn’t be able to secure his graphics and industrial
design qualification because of his disability. During his time at
Coventry, when he was 17, Clive’s lived as a stereotypical young
starving artist. Back then, he washed dishes and sold ice cream to
get by, and slept on a mattress on the floor of a windowless garage,
deliberately getting locked in the college art department on Friday
nights because it was warm and had showers.
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Metro reports that former advertising company boss Clive Helmsley,
70, has painted over 2,000 portraits of dogs for clients all over the
world. His rags-to-riches story saw him scrape by as a teen to get
through art school, and now he regularly charges clients £270 per
portrait. Clive rediscovered his artistic talent quite by chance when
his dog nipped the end of a stranger’s finger while out on a walk
eight years ago.

By way of an apology, Clive offered to paint the woman’s poodle,
and she delightedly showed the portrait off, resulting in Clive being
asked to judge a dog photo competition and paint the top three
entrants as a prize. Rather than simply drawing the winner, Clive, of
Henley-on-Thames, Oxfordshire, painted all 85 entrants instead.
Afterwards, he sold his businesses and has been painting pooches
ever since.

Clive, who has two grown children, three grandchildren, and lives
with his wife, Inez, said: ‘My dog paintings started by accident, really.
‘I was out with the two Labradors I had then - Kipling and Humphrey
- walking by the Thames. ‘A lady offered Humphrey a biscuit and he
got anxious and bit her nail by accident, making it bleed. ‘She was
a bit shocked, but I saw that she had a poodle with her, so I offered
to paint it for her to say sorry. ‘I didn’t realise dogs were so easy to
do and when I gave it to her she burst into tears and started telling
people all about it. ‘The next thing, I was being asked to paint the
top three dogs in a photo contest.

Metro reports that we understand. It’s been tough - the moment
they’re back in stock, those dangling chairs sell right back out in
minutes. But here’s some good news. Along with all the alternatives
out there, you can now also get your hands on a cat-sized version.
So even if you don’t get the joy of chilling in a suspended egg, at
least your cat can.

Aldi has launched the feline-friendly version of the sell-out hanging
egg chair as part of its new Eco Pet range, which also includes
delights such as a cat igloo, recycled dog toys, and bamboo pet
bowls. But let’s be real: it’s the cat-sized egg chair that’s the star
piece. The cat egg chair is made from hand-woven natural wicker,
which hangs from a strong metal frame to keep your furry pal safe
and secure.

There’s a removable inner cushion for added cosiness. You’ll be able
to pick up the chair online only (don’t bother checking in store) for
£34.99, from May 23. If the human version of the chair is anything
to go by, the cat chair will sell out fast, so we’d recommend setting
an alarm and clicking fast. If - for reasons we don’t understand -
you’re not enthused by a mini egg chair for your cat, there are other
pet products you can buy from the new range. Also available is the
cat igloo (£24.99, online only), which is a transportable bed with a
wire door and a removable cushion, and bamboo pet bowls (£3.99).

For dog owners, take your pick from the recycled dog coat (£4.99),
recycled dog harness (£3.99), the recycled donut pet bed (£12.99),
the recycled pet bed (£22.99 for the large, £19.99 for the medium),
and recycled pet toys (ranging from £3.49 to £3.99). All the in-store
buys - so not the cat egg chair or igloo - will land in Aldi stores on
May 30.

(Story source: Metro)

Retired businessman 
who feared dyslexia
would hold him back
spends his days painting
dogs
A retired businessman who dropped out of
art college for fear his dyslexia would hold
him back has embraced his artistic talent and
now spends his days painting people’s four-
legged friends.

Aldi launches mini
hanging egg chair 
just for cats
Okay, so maybe you haven’t been able to get
hold of that much-wanted Aldi hanging egg
chair.

Luckily, Clive’s talent for business saw him forge a career as a self-
made successful company owner after he left art school. He started
out as a paste-up artist for an ad agency, followed by a position with
Thomson publication New Electronics selling ads for electronics
firms, where he did visual sketches for clients. 

In 1986, he set up his own business called Billings, where he created
adverts for connectors, capacitors, resistors, and power supplies.
When he had made enough money to retire - giving shares in his
business to his staff - he found his way back to his love of art. 

Clive said: ‘I adore dogs. I’ve got five of my past ones buried in my
field and now have another Lab called Bear. ‘Now I want to spend
all my time painting and I may branch out into cats, horses and
people. 

‘After seeing a dog, I can either then paint it from memory or I take
a photo to use. I just try to get the eyes right first, as that’s 90 per
cent of it. ‘I am quite fast at art, although in maths I still can’t do my
times tables. I can do a painting in about 12 hours.’

He’s never short of subjects, and has taken to strolling around his
local area with dog treats to hand. He said: ‘My orders come mainly
by word of mouth, although I know many of the local dogs, as I
always walk around Henley-on-Thames with biscuits in my pocket
for dogs I meet. 

So many of them know me before I paint them. ‘Nine out of 10 of
those I paint are local, but I have sent my work to Hong Kong,
America, France and Germany, too. ‘I’m not in it for money. 

I give about half my dog paintings to charities and the local Sue
Ryder homes, hospice, surgery and rugby club. ‘Sometimes they
are used for prizes, too and I’ve taken photos of dogs without people
knowing and surprised them when I’ve given them the painting. 

‘But the better off people I charge £270, which covers the cost of
the canvas, paint, postage, and a day’s work, so it’s not that much
compared to a plumber.

‘The letters I get back from recipients give me immense pleasure,
too. ‘In March, my canvas suppliers in Germany said the painting I
sent of a spaniel was my 2,000th dog. ‘For the first 200 I
remembered the dogs’ names, the owners’ names and the
composition, but after 2,000 you forget.’ 

A far cry away from his days in the garage, Clive turned a stable on
his property into a studio three years ago, and want to use it as a
place to teach art to disabled and terminally-ill people. 

Ever the advertising man, on dry days, Clive also creates a small
outdoor gallery of his dog paintings, so they can be spotted by
passers-by, some of whom go on to become customers.

Preferring to work with acrylics, oils, pastels and inks, he said: ‘I’ve
earned a lot from my two companies but having an old lady cry with
joy at her dog painting is worth much more to me. ‘Perhaps I should
be thankful for Humphrey nipping that lady by accident - as the
painting I gave her has changed my life. ‘And I always joke “a dog
painting is for life, not just for Christmas”.’

(Story source: Metro)
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Canine behaviourist Dr Helen Whiteside, Guide Dogs’ Head of
Research, shares her top tips for introducing your pup to the
pub… 

Get your basics sorted! 

Well before your first visit to the pub, have some skills in place.
Your dog, whatever their age, needs to have a good
understanding of table manners at home first. Dr Helen says, “It’s
really useful for puppies to learn how to just settle quietly next
to you. Find a mat or a towel that they can lie on and make that
a spot that they get treats for sitting and laying on. This builds a
positive association. See if they can stay there calmly while you
have a cup of tea at home first, and take it from there. You can
always take a little mat with you to the pub and give your dog
their own space.” Impulse control is another big one to master.
You don’t want your dog begging for scraps of your lunch or
jumping up at the passing waitress.

“Making sure your dog is sitting nicely before greeting you or
someone new is really important,” says Dr Helen. “Some people
do not like being jumped on by dogs, and as your puppy grows
it can even be dangerous! Whenever your dog leaps up at you,
simply don’t give them the attention they are craving. Turn your
back, look away, and only reengage when they have four paws
back on the floor - and ask new people meeting your dog to do
the same. Your dog will soon learn that sitting nicely and waiting
patiently will get them lots of fuss.”

Prepare for success

It stands to reason you’ll only be visiting pubs that are dog-
friendly, but if you’re planning a long visit with a lunch, it can be
worth calling ahead to let staff know your have a pet in tow. 
They might be able to give you a more suitable table, perhaps
one with more space and away from the main walkways. 

Dr Helen says, “It’s worth packing some bits and pieces to keep
your dog occupied. Fresh water is a must, as not all pubs have
water bowls out. Pack a bag of yummy treats, so you can reward
your dog for sitting nicely by your side and build up a positive
association for being in the pub. And a more substantial treat,
such a stuffed Kong toy, with a mat or blanket, can be good to
keep them occupied if they have a quiet space to lay down and
chew.”

Be a kind owner

Once at the pub, don’t forget about your friend. We may love to
sit in the sun, but dogs can quickly overheat, so make sure they
have a spot in the shade. Then check in regularly - if your dog is
happy and relaxed by your feet, that’s fantastic. But it’s worth
knowing the signs your dog struggling to cope.

“Other pub-goers will want to say hello to your dog and that’s
great,” says Dr Helen. “The pub can be a great place for them to
meet new people, which is critical for socialisation. But make
sure any interactions are managed. 

“People should always ask before petting a dog they don’t know,
and if someone comes in to touch your dog without speaking to
you first, interrupt them! If you are happy for your dog to meet
people, make sure your dog isn’t cornered and their body
language is relaxed. Any lip-licking or ear-flattening means they
are worried and should be given space. But if your dog is waggy-
tailed and happy to engage, go for it.”

Dr Helen continues, “Pubs can be loud and crowded, with lots
of strange people, noisy children and even other dogs. If your
dog is showing signs of worry, such as hiding or cowering, they
might be feeling overwhelmed. Give them a break and take them
outside or away from the seating areas. If they still won’t relax,
it’s best to go home and try again in the future, perhaps on a
quieter day.”

Look to the experts

Guide dogs in training go into shops, restaurants and on public
transport almost every day, and from a young age. These critical
experiences will allow them to not only to happily visit these
public spaces in the future but guide a person with sight loss
through them expertly.

Dr Helen says, “Our dogs are successful because of the work we
put in at an early age to build up these experiences slowly and
with positive associations. If you’d like a confident and calm pub
buddy by your side, make sure your dog has good associations
with your local. Don’t put too much pressure on them, and build
up the length of your visits. Make the pub a place they get praise
and treats, a place they can relax and make new friends.”

For more expert advice on training your pet like a guide dog, sign
up to Good Dog!, the training subscription from Guide Dogs. 
For just £10 a month you will receive advice and guidance from
our expert trainers and dog care specialists, step-by-step training
videos, new ways you can enrich your dog's life and gifts for you
and your dog in each mail pack.

(Article source: Pets 4 Homes)

Many of us will have a new buddy in tow when returning to the
pub, with the UK dog population growing by approximately two
million since the start of the first lockdown. But for pandemic
puppy owners, their new pal may not have ever set paw in the
pub. With crowds of people, lots of noise and interesting smells,
it can be a scary or overstimulating place for a dog to visit. It’s
important therefore, to look out for your dog and make sure they
are feeling safe and comfortable in this strange new
environment. 

One organisation that knows how to introduce dogs to any
situation is the charity Guide Dogs. The largest breeder of
working dogs in the world, they train more than a thousand guide
dog puppies every year to be confident and calm in all kinds of
public spaces, so they can be by their owners’ side wherever they
go in the future.
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Fancy a pint pooch? How to turn
your dog into your new pub buddy
With lockdown lifting and a sunny summer on the way, we’re all looking
forward to heading back to the pub. Whether it’s a Sunday roast with
the family or Pimms pitchers with friends, it’s well overdue. And who
doesn’t love a pub dog?



You’ve left it warm

If you’ve been sitting in your seat for a while, it will be warm by
the time you get up, and this could well be a big part of the appeal
for your dog. If the whole room is uniformly warm and there is
no shortage of warm seats, you can probably rule this factor out.

This is definitely worth bearing in mind otherwise as some dogs
never seem to be happy unless they’re very hot!

They know it will get a reaction from you

So you want your seat back, or are just bemused at the speed at
which your dog managed to spot that it was free and leap into it,
swiftly looking to all intents and purposes like they’d been in it
the whole time… You’re going to react, one way or the other.

Whether you try to evict your dog, laugh at them, or give them a
pat, if your dog knows they’re going to get a reaction out of you
(and for many dogs, a tussle over the space is a huge reward)
then this really ups the stakes for them and the value to them in
leaping into your seat as soon as they have the chance.

They want to be close to you

Your seat might well appeal to your dog just because it’s yours,
and you use it regularly. This means that it’s not the seat or spot
that your dog is a big fan of, but the fact that it belongs to you.
This is likely to be less about stealing your resources (although
this is something we will look at towards the end) but more about
them wanting to be close to you.

If they cannot be close to you personally then the space you just
left is the next best thing. Also, if your dog is small (and in some
cases even if they’re not!) your dog might hold out hope that
when you return to your seat and try to reclaim it, you’ll let them
snuggle up on or next to you.

It smells of you

Dogs know just what their owners smell like, even if to people
you don’t smell of anything at all. Think of your favourite smell
in the world, the one that makes you look like one of the Bisto
kids when you catch a trace of it; for your dog, that smell is you.

Your clothes and other fabrics all become infused with your scent
(once more, usually indetectable to people unless you’re in need
of a bath!) which means the seat you sit in regularly will smell
like you, which might make your seat your dog’s favourite place.

Your dog has trained you

Providing feedback and a reaction when your dog gets into your
seat is something we mentioned earlier on, but there’s another
potential facet to this as well. For instance, if you bribe your dog
off your seat, you’ve probably established the seat-stealing
behaviour very firmly, and made it very transactional for your
dog!

One of the fastest and easiest ways to make a dog move (or to
make a dog so anything, really) is to offer a food inventive.

So if when your dog first stole your seat, you gave them a treat
to move, and have done so since, it’s fair to say you haven’t
trained your dog to move from your seat, but rather, your dog
has trained you to give them treats.

It could be a dominance issue

Finally, seat-stealing can potentially be a dominance issue in
some dogs. By taking your resource, they’re letting you know,
potentially subtly and with no aggression or pushiness, that they
are the authority or pack leader.

If you let them stay in the seat then, you’re essentially agreeing
with them. This doesn’t mean you have to move your dog from
your seat every time they do this on principle if you don’t want
to; but it does mean that if and when you do choose to move
your dog, they get up when told on command, and vitally, never
growl or try to turn things into a standoff.

If your dog is pushy or dominant about this, you need to correct
the behaviour firmly and consistently.

(Article source: Pets 4 Homes)
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So, why does my dog steal my seat? There are a number of
reasons for this, which we’ll explain below. Read on to learn
more.

It’s probably “your” seat for a reason

First up, look for the simplest potential solutions first! Why is
your seat yours? Probably because there’s something about it
that makes it the best seat.

This could be that it’s the warmest, most comfortable, gives the
best view of the room, or perhaps the best view of the TV; while
this latter is probably not a big incentive for your dog, the other
factors might mean you have competition for it.

Seat stealers! Why does my dog
steal my seat?
Most dog owners are familiar with getting up to get a cup or tea or use
the toilet and coming back to find their dog curled up happily in the seat
they’d planned to come back to. Some dogs seem to be able to achieve
this in a split second too, even if they appeared to be fast asleep when
you first moved!



Please help us rescue and care for
vulnerable hedgehogs - Britain’s
favourite mammal
A shocking study has revealed that 
hedgehogs are rapidly vanishing from 
our countryside, with numbers HALVED
in the last 20 years.

Charity of the MonthMy        MattersPet

I am delighted to tell you that Britain’s hedgehog has won favourite
mammal in a UK poll.

The UK’s only spiny mammal won with 35.9% of the 5,000 votes,
more than double that of the Red Fox, who came in second place
with 15.4%. The Red Squirrel came third with 11.4%, out of a
shortlist of 10 charismatic UK mammals.

Unfortunately, hedgehogs are rapidly vanishing from our
countryside as numbers have HALVED in the last 20 years, a
shocking study has revealed.

Henry Johnson, hedgehog officer, People’s Trust for Endangered
Species (PTES) said:

“We Brits seem to love hedgehogs for a whole range of reasons,
including their cute appearance, their role as slug controllers and
the way they have colonised our gardens with such aplomb. This
is why it is so sad to see them decline, with one in three lost since
the millennium.”

Threats to hedgehogs come mostly from us. In rural areas, our
farmland increasingly lacks the diversity of habitats hedgehogs
need and the invertebrates they feed on. In towns and cities green
spaces are lost to development, paved over or increasingly
fragmented. Hedgehogs are also very prone to road traffic
accidents.

This is why we have launched this special Annual Appeal to protect
Britain’s favourite mammal.

At Hedgehog Rescue Rehabilitation and Care Centre we respond
immediately to rescue injured hedgehogs. A vet is called in straight
away and the hedgehogs are monitored and cared for. Once fit
and well they are released back into the wild.

Hedgehog Rescue is now conducting its Annual Appeal. Only by
continuing our huge effort and long-life commitment can we give
these wonderful animals a safe, happy and contented life.

We care for many hedgehogs here at our rehabilitation
centre. Hedgehogs just like these:

‘Julie’

‘Julie’ (pictured left) came in last Autumn, quite
small, out in daylight and had ticks. She stayed a
few weeks, put on enough weight, and made a
full recovery. She was released back to her own
territory by the finder.

Baby Hedgehogs

These 2 hedgehogs came in as very small
babies and had stayed with us a few
weeks, gaining weight and giving us a
chance to sort out their health issues. They
had several ticks and needed worming.
When they were 100% ready, we released
them close to where they were found.

These hedgehogs are some of the lucky ones. Others are less
fortunate.

As a friend who knows what a wonder animals can be, I hope you
will support our Annual Appeal. Your kind gift will help us rescue
and care for many more vulnerable hedgehogs - Britain’s favourite
mammal.

To donate to Hedgehog Rescue, go to:
https://www.justgiving.com/fundraising/hedgehogrescue 
or write to: Raisemore, Unit 1, Alton Road Industrial Estate,
Ross-on-Wye HR9 5NB

Registered Charity No: 1126812 (England & Wales) 
Registered Charity No: SCO47720 (Scotland)


